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INTRODUCTION

Growing a business is complicated. With all the balance sheets, hiring
processes, lead generation campaigns, company culture initiatives, and
financial modelling, it’s easy to overlook one crucial aspect of a business in
the age of social media: Instagram captions. 
Instagram has more than one billion monthly users, so it makes sense
that businesses want to get a presence on the site and somehow, someway,
monetize that presence. 
Once you determine how your Instagram page should be utilized, the next
step is to develop a strategic approach to the captions used on your posts.
To help inspire your caption creation strategy, we’ve identified 21 brands
with stellar Instagram captions.



INSTAGRAM CAPTION
BEST PRACTICES

Keep it Short1.
Instagram is known for visuals, so the focus should be on the photo, and the
words should serviceably compliment the photo. Longer captions could
disinterest your followers, who may be inclined to scroll to the next visual
instead of reading your message. Keep your captions concise and to-the-
point without being overtly direct. If you feel more words are necessary,
provide a link to more information and include “link in bio” in the caption. 

Unlike Facebook and LinkedIn, where conversations and messaging tend to
be more struc- tured and formal, Instagram can be a place for you to show
the witty and modern side of your brand. Puns and plays on words are
always welcome. 

If anything in your caption lends itself to a larger conversation, be sure to put
a hashtag in front of it. This could be for something as general as #Startups
or #Agency to something more specific to your company. 

2. Have Fun

3. #Hashtag



@ahrefscom

WHY IT WORKS:
This SEO software company is well-known for bringing ROI to homepage and
blog keyword optimization, but this caption shows a lighter side of the
company. Casually encouraging followers to “spot the CEO,” it shows people
that they are interacting with a company that values the contributions of all in
a team setting. Plus, it’s a great use of emojis in Instagram captions. 



@apartmenttherapy
WHY IT WORKS:
All great apartment hunters have their eyes on a great kitchen. Apartment
Therapy realizes this with a caption fitting for a naturally lit kitchen that will
make followers sign up for the next showing. This strong branding makes the
company synonymous with high-quality apartments and brings in customers
who have high expectations. 



@avidxchange

WHY IT WORKS:
“Wild side.” Dinosaurs. Need I say more? Also, note the use of both regional
and recruiting hashtags. 



@califiafarms 
WHY IT WORKS:
Better Half is a creamer made by Califia Farms, so this picture is the perfect
plug for it. On top of that, the clever dual meaning of “better half” is enough
to land it a spot on this list, not to mention the double emoji use. 



@chipotle 

WHY IT WORKS:
The Internet loves Taco Tuesday. Chipotle encourages their followers to
spring one taco further to make it a Threesday. This caption aligns with
Chipotle’s relatable brand image with this pun, as well as reminding followers
they can get three tacos for a low price at their local Chipotle. 



@asos
WHY IT WORKS:
Aside from its great use of emojis, this caption scored points for its
relatability. Gym rats are known for their post-workout pics and selfies, and
this caption inspired followers to get out and do just the same (while sporting
some nice running gear available at ASOS). 



@disney
WHY IT WORKS:
Remember how Disney owns Star Wars? In case you forgot, here’s this #tbt
picture of Harrison Ford as Han Solo in the original trilogy. #tbt’s are very
popular on social, so harkening back to this gem is a great way to toast to
one more day before the weekend. 



@glossier 
WHY IT WORKS:
This caption serves as an honest description of Glossier’s product alongside
a shot of that product in action. It also calls out the models in the picture,
increasing the chances of more comments, likes, and shares. 



@hm  
WHY IT WORKS:
Spoiler alert: this isn’t even close to the last pun on this list, but that’s
because puns work on Instagram. They fit into the best practices of copy
being short and fun just as cozily as a knit H&M sweater does on a cozy fall
day. 



@influitive   
WHY IT WORKS:
Influitive highlights the first day of their annual conference, capping off the
excitement of those who attended and showing those who didn’t attend
what they’re missing. Maybe they’ll come next year. Also, puns. 



@audi
WHY IT WORKS:
Short and simple, this caption conveys both the luxury and the joys of driving
an Audi. The social team at Audi made a smart move by using their car’s
name as the hashtag, effectively encouraging other Audi drivers to do the
same. 



@jetblue
WHY IT WORKS:
Who doesn’t love great views that you can fly to instead of hike to? The
company also used a custom hashtag – #WingCrushWednesday, a custom
play on the popular #WomanCrushWednesday hashtag. 



@lego
WHY IT WORKS:
The caption itself is inspiring, encouraging followers to never abandon their
creativity. On top of that, the caption and the photo are a reference to the
popular early-2019 before-and-after trend, the #10YearChallenge. The entire
post is fun, just like playing with LEGOs. 



@mcdonalds
WHY IT WORKS:
McDonald’s tips a hat to “Do You Even Lift, Bro?” as a promotion for their
world-famous Big Mac. Finding popular internet phrases to rework for your
brand is always a fitting approach to Instagram captions. 



@divinityla 
WHY IT WORKS:
With a bag in hand (and a Divinity bracelet on the wrist of that hand), the
person featured in this shot is ready to adventure. This post isn’t so much
promotional, but rather a reinforcement of the Divinity brand. It portrays
Divinity as a company that encourages risk-taking and a worry-free lifestyle. 



@postmates 
WHY IT WORKS:
The caption inspires people to get on their couches and order from
Postmates, but the other reason this caption is included on this list is
because of its styling. Lower case, no punctuation – it looks like a regular
comment, giving a natural and unique feel to the caption. 



@atlassian 
WHY IT WORKS:
A play on the classic “How many ______ does it take to _______ ?”, this caption
attempts to enumerate all the faces at Atlassian. A clear use of Instagram for
recruiting rather than marketing, anyone thinking of a new career would likely
be excited to apply to a company that puts their employees in the spotlight
(and in a word). 



@weareevertrue  
WHY IT WORKS:
The caption suggests this is just one of the perks one will receive while
working at this Boston-based advancement software company. It also shows
prospective candidates they won’t be forced to stay hunched over their
computers during an event like the solar eclipse. Lastly, who doesn’t love
rooftops? 



@gatorade  
WHY IT WORKS:
Gatorade has positioned itself as the energy source for the world’s best
athletes, and with this caption, they express their pride to be doing just that
for Dwayne Wade. Nice emoji use, too. 



@patagonia  
WHY IT WORKS:
The caption serves two purposes. First, it’s encouragement for every one of
their followers to get off their phones to go and play, regardless of age.
Second, it’s brand reinforcement – Patagonia aims to be synonymous with
outdoor adventure, and with posts like this they accomplish their goal. 



@podium.hq   
WHY IT WORKS:
Podium calls out their new hires by name, which makes these four people
probably feel more than welcome, and shows job seekers how much
employees are valued at the company. 
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